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Recent research suggests that young infants can perform
simple reaching tasks under conditions of limited visual
information. The present study examined a more complex
reaching task involving a moving object. 15 infants reached
for a moving, glowing object in the dark and in the light at
22 and 31 weeks of age. Infants successfully contacted the
glowing object at both ages, and were about as likely to do
so in the dark as in the light. These results suggest that
proprioceptive feedback and sight of the target allow for
successful reaching with limited visual information, even in
relatively complex reaching tasks. The infants' success
demonstrates their ability to adapt their movements and
reaching strategy to the speed and trajectory of the target
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While infants from five to seven months of age can
successfully reach for, and contact, objects that are
presented to them, the role of vision in these reaches is
unclear. There is a prevalent notion in the literature that
infants in this age period rely on the sight of their
reaching hand to guide their hand to the target object.
That is, infants from approximately 5 to 7 months of age
have to move their reaching hand into the visual field, and
then visually guide their hand to the desired object by
alternating glances back and forth from the object to the
hand. This type of reach has been referred to in the
literature as a "visually guided reach" (Bushnell, 1985;
Hay, 1984).
The period of reliance on vision for successful
reaching reportedly occurs between very young infants'
initial attempts at reaching and older infants' "adult-like"
reaches. Infants initially make unsuccessful, ballistic
swipes at objects prior to their ability to successfully
reach for, and grasp the objects. These "pre-reaches"
differ from "full reaches" (Bushnell, 1985) in that they do
not appear to utilize feedback, and do not result in
successful acquisition of the object. This type of swiping
is seen in infants from approximately 3.5 to 5 months of
age. When reaching begins to improve at 5 months of age,
however, infants start coordinating the reach and grasp
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phases of their reaches and supposedly rely on "visually-
guided" reaches to get their hands to the desired object.
After this period of reliance on vision, at approximately 7
months of age, infants are able to bring their hand directly
to the object from outside the visual field; visual guidance
is no longer required. These "adult-like" reaches are not
ballistic like the pre-reaches; presumably, these older
infants now utilize proprioceptive input to successfully
guide their hands to the target.
Evidence in the literature for a period of reliance on
visual guidance of the hand, however, is not convincing.
The original studies that proposed the existence of this
period, as well as more recent studies that have been used
to support the idea, are either subject to alternative
interpretations, or have been inappropriately used to argue
for an idea that they were never intended to support.
Further, there is a growing body of literature that suggests
that this period of reliance on sight of the hand for
reaching does not exist. The present study was intended to
support, and expand upon, the recent literature that
provides evidence against the notion of a period of reliance
on visually guided reaching. While infants are able to use
sight of their hands to help guide their reaching, they at
no time have to rely on visual feedback to determine hand
position and reach efficiently. The notion of a period of
"visually-guided" reaching fails to credit infants with the
ability to use proprioceptive feedback in conjunction with
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sight of the target to produce an efficient reach. Infants
are presumed to lack a coordinated multimodal representation
of external space. Rather, they are seen as reliant on
vision alone for much of their interaction with the external
world.
By having infants reach for a moving object with, and
without, sight of their hands, it could be demonstrated that
infants are quite proficient at utilizing sight of the
target in conjunction with proprioceptive feedback to enact
a successful reach. The nature of the task and the measures
obtained also help to explore infants' ability to reach
predictively for moving objects. Further, infants'
flexibility in their reaching strategies and their ability
to adopt new strategies are investigated.
Visually-Guided Reaching
Introduction of the Idea
The idea of a developmental period in which infants
relied on vision in order to reach successfully was first
introduced by Piaget (1952). In his observations of the
early development of his own children, Piaget noted the
onset of their reaching behavior. He was struck by the fact
that his children appeared to alternate glances between
their hands and the objects for which they were reaching.
From this observation, he hypothesized that infants go
through a period, from approximately five to seven months of
age, in which their hands are "regulated" by vision. Piaget
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claimed that during this period infants could not
successfully contact an object without alternating glances
between their hands and the desired object. He reasoned
that they were visually guiding their hands to the object
throughout the course of the reach (p. 97, Piaget, 1952).
Piaget's conclusion was reasonable based on the purely
observational evidence to which he was restricted at the
time. Because he merely observed alternating glances,
however, he clearly could have misinterpreted the underlying
function of these glances. The infant, for example, may
have merely looked over at his hand as it entered the visual
field because he was interested or surprised by its
presence. Piaget's observations do not offer convincing
evidence that the infant was relying on visual guidance to
transport his hand to the object. Further, Von Hofsten
(1979) has since noted that infants in this age range
generally do not look at their hands during a reach, and
tend to fixate the object alone, implying that Piaget's
observations may not even demonstrate a reliable behavior
for infants of that age. Nonetheless, Piaget's observations
and conclusions introduced the idea of the visually guided
reach into the literature.
Another study by White, Castle, and Held (1964) was
instrumental in introducing the notion of a period of
reliance on sight of the hand in early reaching. This study
attempted to examine more closely the different stages of
development in infant reaching. The experimenters presented
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attractive objects to infants from 1.5 to 6 months of age,
and observed the morphological characteristics of the
reaches. Infants from 4 to 5 months of age demonstrated
alternating glances between their hands and the objects.
These infants demonstrated this type of reaching somewhat
earlier than Piaget's observations would predict, but the
results were interpreted as suggesting the same general
point; infants need the sight of their hand during the early
stages of their successful reaching.
Again, however. White, Castle, and Held's (1964) study
was only observational, and it offers little evidence for
visually guided reaching. When the experimenters observed
that some of the infants looked at their hands while
reaching during a certain time period, they classified these
reaches as "Piaget-type" reaches, without offering any
discussion of whether the infants were actually relying on
the sight of their hands to reach. Like Piaget's
observations, this study simply shows that infants may
sometimes glance at their hands when reaching. No strong
evidence in support of the necessity of infants seeing their
hands is offered. The White, Castle, and Held (1964) study,
however, is frequently cited as support for a period of
visually guided reaching (e.g. Hay, 1984; Bushnell, 1985).
Support for Visuallv-Guided Reaching
The two aforementioned studies may have introduced the
idea of a "visually-guided reach", but the idea has since
become entrenched in the developmental literature as a
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result of several more recent studies that appear to verify
the initial findings. These studies, however, also fail to
offer convincing evidence for the existence of a period of
reliance on vision in early reaching. Further, these more
recent studies have somewhat changed Piaget's original idea
concerning the period in which infants rely on the sight of
their hands to reach. Piaget (1952) and White, Castle, and
Held (1964) claimed that infants needed to see their hands
when they first began to reach. These more recent studies
have suggested that infants can successfully contact an
object with a ballistic reach, without sight of the hand,
before approximately 4 to 5 months, and then go through a
period in which they rely on visual feedback from the hand
from approximately 5 to 7 or 8 months (Bushnell, 1985). One
result of these studies is that the boundaries of the period
in which infants are supposed to rely on sight of the hand
in reaching are unclear, from approximately 4-5 months to
approximately 7-9 months.
To begin with, Wishart et al. (1978) conducted several
experiments involving reaching for an object in the dark
that appeared to support Piaget's general idea. In this
study, infants from 4 to 12 months of age reached in the
light for an object, and then in the dark for a sounding
object. The infants consistently increased their number of
reach attempts in the light from 5 to 9 months of age, while
decreasing their number of reach attempts in the dark over
this same period. After 9-months, they began to increase
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their number of reaches in the dark. These data were used
to argue that infants increasingly needed sight of their
hand to reach during the four month period from 5 to 9
months of age. There are, however, several reasons that the
infants might have decreased their number of reaches during
this time period which do not relate to visual guidance of
the hand; in particular, the sound that the object made in
the dark was never associated with the object in the light.
The infant may have been more surprised by or afraid of
their sudden plunge into darkness during this time period.
Or, perhaps, the infants during these months became more
wary of reaching out for an unknown buzzing sound. In
addition to these alternative explanations, the fact that
the decline in the number of dark reaches over this time
period failed to replicate in a following study (Stack et
al., 1989) puts the reliability of the study into guestion.
Another frequently cited study (McDonnell, 1975) made
use of displacing prisms to investigate the role of vision
in early reaching. McDonnell had infants from 5 to 9 months
of age wear prisms that produced a displacement of
approximately 7 inches while reaching for an object. In
this way, the infants' proprioception was misguided, and the
infant had to rely on visual feedback to get their hands to
the object. McDonnell found that as the infants progressed
through this age period, their ability to adjust to the
prisms improved. While all of the infants could
successfully correct their reaches while wearing the
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displacing prisms, the older infants had more successful
contacts with the object, and their reaching trajectories
were straighter, implying that they were better able to use
visual information.
These results have been used to support the idea that
reliance on visual feedback of the hand while reaching
increases between the ages of 4 and 6 months (e.g. Bushnell,
1985, p. 142). Although the infants' performance improved up
to 9 months of age, the results have been applied to the
period from 4 to 6 months in order to support previous
findings, and, in part, because the literature is not
consistent regarding the specific boundaries of the period
of reliance on vision in reaching. According to the
prevailing literature, the McDonnell (1975) study shows that
older infants were more reliant on vision in their reaches,
and were thus less bothered by the removal of correct
proprioceptive feedback; they were better prepared to rely
on visual feedback. Adjustment to displacement, however, is
not necessarily a good indicator of the infants' degree of
reliance on visual feedback. An overall improvement in
motor control in these months, for example, could account
for these results. In addition, the data analysis never
showed a developmental change in degree of reliance on
vision, in that age differences in reaching with unaltered
vision were never compared to age differences in reaching
while wearing the displacing prisms. Without this
comparison, an overall improvement in reaching skills cannot
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be ruled out. if the prisms had, for example, no effect
whatsoever on the older infants while strongly affecting the
reaches of the younger infants, this result would have
provided evidence that the older infants were, in effect,
ignoring their proprioceptive feedback and relying on vision
more than the younger infants. Because all infants made
corrections, and older infants merely made fewer errors,
this study demonstrates that infants are capable of making
corrections based on visual feedback, but does not show that
infants at any age rely on visual feedback.
Lasky (1977) eliminated sight of the hand completely by
placing an occluder between infants' hands and their eyes
while they reached. Infants from 2.5 to 6.5 months of age
reached under this condition, as well as under a visually
unobstructed condition. The 5.5- to 6 . 5-month-olds
'
performance was poor when their hands were occluded,
compared to their performance in the visually unobstructed
condition. The younger infants, in contrast, were
apparently not affected by the occluder. This result has
been used to support the existence of a period of reliance
on visually guided reaching, though Lasky himself made no
such claim. Because the older infants' performance suffered
when they could not see their hands, and younger infants
performed equally in the two conditions, the results would
seem to imply that the older infants were in the age range
that needed to see their hands to successfully reach.
Again, however, other alternative explanations exist.
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First, the occluder may have simply been more of a
distraction for the older infants. Second, even if we
accept that the older infants were more surprised by their
inability to see their hands, it does not necessarily foil
that they were relying on the sight of their hands to
contact the object. In fact, the ability of the older
infants to contact the object on some of the trials
demonstrates that they did not necessarily need to see their
hands to successfully reach for an object.
Bauer and Held (1975) similarly demonstrated that
monkeys prevented from seeing their hands from birth
suffered from a lack of precision and accuracy in reaching
compared to a cohort that could see their limbs from birth.
Even if the comparison between unusually reared monkeys and
normal humans is accepted, this study still fails to
demonstrate anything more than the potential utilization of
visuo-motor experience. In fact, monkeys that were denied
the sight of their hands demonstrated the ability to use
proprioception and reach successfully without any sight of
the hand whatsoever. Similarly, blind infants, while
severely delayed in their reaching behavior (Adelson &
Fraiberg, 1974) for a potential multitude of reasons,
demonstrate the ability to use proprioception in conjunction
with auditory or tactile cues to contact objects. These
infants develop proficient reaching without the use of
vision.
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In sum, the studies that introduced the idea of a
period of reliance on sight of the hand for successful
reaching, as well as those used to support this notion, fail
to provide powerful evidence for the idea. Their conclusions
are either unconvincing, or were never intended to support
the idea of a visually guided reach.
Problems in Current Literature
The idea that there is a period of reliance on sight of
the hand for reaching remains in the literature today for
two important reasons. First, this idea has been so
strongly entrenched in the literature that many researchers
in the field appear to take the issue for granted, and do
not carefully consider the idea while looking at related
issues. Von Hofsten (1979, 1989), for example, has
emphasized the importance of proprioceptive information, and
noted that infants do not alternate glances between the hand
and the object. Nonetheless, he has stated that planning an
encounter with an object "...can only occur under visual
control" (1989, p. 751), and unnecessarily interpreted his
results that indicate separate approach and grasp portions
of a reach as support for the notion of a period of
overreliance on vision in reaching.
The area is further suffering from a general confusion
regarding terminology. There are many different terms now
used to refer to the role of vision in reaching, and these
terms are often used differently by different researchers.
Often, when a term is used to describe the role of vision
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for an infant's reach, there is no way of knowing to what
the author is referring: sight of the hand, sight of the
object, or sight of both the hand and the object, in
addition, it is often unclear how the author is actually
describing the role of vision: as a means of provoking a
reach, as a means of initially aiming the reach, or as a
means of continuously controlling the position of the hand
with respect to the target. For example, Piaget (1952) used
the term "visually regulated" to characterize a style of
reaching that relied on constant vision of both the hand and
the target object. White, Castle, & Held (1964) used the
term "visually directed" presumably to describe the same
type of reach, but did not actually specify the meaning of
their term. Stack, Muir, Sherriff, & Roman (1989) use the
term "visually directed" as well, but as a description of
vision of the target provoking a reach. They also
distinguish between "visually guided" reaches wherein vision
is used to initially aim the reach, and "visually
controlled" reaches, wherein sight of the hand is used to
adjust the reach trajectory. Other authors (Bruner &
Koslowski, 1972; Newell, Scully, Tennenbaum, & Hardiman,
1989) also refer to "visually controlled" reaches, without
ever clarifying the nature of "visual control". The end
result of this contradictory and vague use of terminology is
that it is frequently impossible to understand the
implications of an author's discussion. For example. Von
Hofsten and Ronnquist (1988), after demonstrating that
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infants prepare their grasps in anticipation of contact with
an object as early as 5 months, conclude that "...infant
grasping is visually controlled,
... even at an early
age.
.
.grasping was typically controlled by visual input..."
(p. 619). Because of the unclear terminology in this area,
it is difficult to interpret the exact meaning and
implications of their conclusion. Even when authors explain
their use of terminology, other authors may inadvertently
misuse their conclusions because of the unclear terminology
in the area. This confusion further serves to perpetuate
the idea of a period of over-reliance on vision in reaching.
Evidence Against Visually-Guided Reaching
Several studies have demonstrated that adults can reach
proficiently without sight of their hands (Jeannerod, 1984;
Goodale et al., 1986; Elliot, 1990; Elliot et al., 1990).
Recent research involving infant reaching in the dark
provides evidence that infants may also reach proficiently
without sight of the limb, and do not go through a period of
dependence on vision for successful reaching. Ferris and
Clifton (1988) tested the ability of 7 month old infants to
reach for an object in the dark. The infants were
familiarized with a sounding object in the light in five
different positions: 60 degrees to right and to the left,
30 degrees to the right and to the left, and at midline.
The infants were able to reach quickly and accurately in the
light and in the dark in all five positions. These results
demonstrate that infants at 7 months successfully reach in
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the dark for an object. These infants were not only
prevented from seeing their hands, but from having any
visual input at all. Clearly, the infants were able to rely
on auditory and proprioceptive cues to reach under
conditions of degraded visual information.
Two studies demonstrated the ability of infants to
reach successfully without visual feedback. Clifton,
Perris, and Bullinger (1991) and Litovsky and Clifton (1992)
tested the ability of 6-month-olds to determine an object's
location in depth based on auditory cues. After several
warm-up trials in the light to familiarize the infants with
the task, the infants were presented with a sounding object
in the dark from four different locations: off-midline to
the left and to the right, within reach and beyond reach.
The trials in the light were presented at midline, while the
trials in the dark were always presented off-midline. This
counters the argument that the infants merely became
accustomed to reaching forward "automatically" when they
heard the sound that they associated with the object.
Infants tended to reach in the dark either toward the
target, or not at all. They appeared to be reaching for the
object depending on its position in space with reference to
their own position. In addition, infants reached
significantly more for the object when it was within reach
than when it was beyond reach. The infants were clearly
able to perform accurate reaches to different points in
space in order to obtain an object. They were able to
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perform these accurate reaches without any visual cues
whatsoever, so they certainly did not need sight of their
hand to contact the objects.
A subsequent study (Clifton, Rochat, Litovsky, &
Perris, 1991) showed even further the ability of infants
from 2 6 to 3 0 weeks of age to not only reach in the dark,
but to adjust their reaches in the dark according to the
properties of the object for which they are reaching. The
infants were presented with two different objects that
differed only in their size. The two objects were red and
white striped rings, and both objects elicited reaches from
the infants. The smaller object, however, which had an
inside diameter of 5 cm, tended to elicit one-handed grasps,
while the larger object, which had an inside diameter of 30
cm, tended to elicit two-handed grasps. During a
familiarization period in the light, presentation of the
smaller object was accompanied by either a rattle or a bell
sound, while presentation of the larger object was
accompanied by the other sound. The infants were then
presented the objects in the dark, along with the sound that
had accompanied each object.
Infants generally reached for the small object with one
hand, and the larger object with both hands in the dark
condition. Further, infants did not appear to be either
reaching for the sound source itself, or "automatically"
responding to the different sounds by demonstrating the
exact same type of reach in response to each condition.
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They appeared to be reaching with the intent of obtaining
the specific object that they associated with each sound.
Again, the infants did not need vision for accurate reaches
for specific objects.
A longitudinal study (Clifton, Muir, Ashmead, &
Clarkson, in press) demonstrated that infants begin to reach
without sight of their hands at the same time that they
begin to reach with sight of their hands. In this study,
infants were first presented with objects prior to the onset
of reaching ability in both the light and in the dark, and
then were observed over time to see when they began reaching
under these two different conditions. Though the reaches in
the dark were for both glowing and non-glowing sounding
objects, the earliest reaches in the dark tended to be more
often for the glowing objects. The mean ages for onset of
reaches in the light compared to reaches in the dark was
approximately the same. The age at which the infants first
reached for an object was not influenced by whether the
infants could see their hands.
Two additional studies not only suggest that infants
can reach without visually guiding their hand to the target,
but demonstrate that infants' reaches without sight of the
hand are kinematically similar to reaches with sight of the
hand available. Clifton et al., (1993b) compared the
reaches of 6 month old infants in light and dark conditions
on the dimensions of reach duration, average velocity, peak
velocity, average curvature, and path length of the reach.
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Reaches in the light for an object and reaches in the dark
for a glowing object were found to be similar in terms of
all of these measures. When sight of the target was
eliminated and target location was indicated by sound,
average velocity of the reaches increased and average
duration consequently decreased. The infants also missed
the target more often in the dark, sounding-object condition
than in either of the other conditions. The infants
increased the velocity of their reaches for a sounding
object in the dark at the cost of reaching accuracy. The
fact that there were no discernible morphological
differences between the reaches in the light and in the dark
for the glowing object indicates that infants are not only
capable of reaching without sight of the hand, but do not
dramatically alter their reaching when deprived of sight of
the hand. While sight of the target appears to affect
certain characteristics of the reaches, loss of sight of the
hand does not appear to affect the morphology of infants'
reaching.
Another study (Ashmead, McCarty, Lucas, & Belvedere,
1993) compared infants' reaches in the dark for a glowing
object with and without a glowing marker affixed to the
reaching hand. On half the trials the target object
remained in the same location throughout the reach, while on
the remaining trials the initial target object was replaced
by a second illuminated object during the course of the
reach. This gave the appearance of a lateral shift of the
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target during the reach. The 5-month-olds were not affected
by the presence or absence of the hand marker in either
condition. In addition, when the target remained
stationary, the performance of the 9-month-olds was
unaffected by the marker. These results demonstrate that
infants at these ages can reach successfully for an object
without sight of their hands, and that their performance
does not appear to improve when allowed to use sight of the
hand to help guide the reach. The 9-month-olds, however,
were better able to adjust the trajectory of their reach
toward the displaced target when their reaching hands were
marked. While not implying a reliance on vision of the hand
to reach, this result suggests that 9-month-olds may benefit
from the sight of their hand for certain difficult reaching
tasks.
Moving Object
The task of intercepting a moving object can be used to
explore the role of vision in infant reaching. By having
infants reach for a moving object both with, and without,
sight of their hands, it can be determined if they can
demonstrate relatively complex reaching behavior based on
the use of proprioceptive information regarding the position
of the hand in space. If infants can successfully contact a
moving object without sight of their reaching hand, then
they will have shown either that they can perform accurate
ballistic reaches, or that they can rely on proprioceptive
information to determine the location of their hand. If
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corrective movements are seen within the reach trajectories,
then the notion of successful ballistic reaches can be ruled
out, and successful reaching that relies on proprioceptive
feedback to determine hand position would be demonstrated.
A task involving a moving object differs from a simple task
when the object is stationary and the reach can be planned
in advance, in that the moving object offers relatively
complex task demands that are likely to require corrective
feedback in order to successfully contact the object.
Reaching for a moving object demands more precise timing and
aiming than reaching for a stationary target. If infants
successfully reach for a moving object in the dark, then
they have demonstrated that they can execute a relatively
complex motor action without sight of their reaching hand.
Anticipation
In Newborns
In order for young infants to intercept a moving object
successfully, they have to be able to visually anticipate
the trajectory of the object, and then coordinate their
reach so that their hand contacts the object while the
object is within reaching distance. Infants as young as 10
weeks have demonstrated the ability to visually track
objects in a predictive manner (Aslin, 1987) . "Predictive"
visual tracking, in this case, refers to smooth eye movement
that leads the moving object. The difficulty in contacting
a moving object, therefore, would lie in coordinating the
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movement of the arm with the visual anticipation of the
object's course to produce a successful reach. Coordination
between the eye and the hand has been reported at extremely
young ages. Bower et al. (1970) reported visually elicited
hand shaping during the first few weeks of life. This early
hand shaping behavior, however, does not appear to be
intentional, reliable, or anticipatory, and is not strong
evidence for early visuomotor coordination. In addition,
further investigators have failed to replicate Bower et al's
findings (Ruff & Halton, 1978). Infants first exhibit
convincing anticipatory hand orientation in response to the
orientation of a visually presented object at approximately
22 weeks of age (Von Hofsten & Fazel-Zandy, 1984; Lockman,
Ashmead, & Bushnell, 1984). It has also been suggested that
infants can "...intercept the trajectory of moving objects
and come into contact with them" (Von Hofsten, 1982, in
Jeannerod, in press) at 1 week of age! While there is some
evidence that the flapping movements of 1 week old infants
may be somewhat closer to a visually-fixated object than to
a non-fixated object (Von Hofsten, 1982), there is certainly
no evidence that infants at this age can successfully
contact a stationary object, let alone intercept the
trajectory of a moving object.
In Reaching Infants
Von Hofsten 's work with infants from 18 to 3 6 weeks of
age (Von Hofsten, 1979; 1983) is the only convincing
evidence of young infants' ability to predict the
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trajectories of and essentially "catch" moving objects. Von
Hofsten (1979) tested 5 infants at three week intervals from
18 to 36 weeks of age on their ability to reach predictively
for a moving object, that is, to reach for where the object
would be rather than where the object was at the time of
reach onset. Infants were videotaped reaching for an object
that moved back and forth in front of them in a horizontal
circular path at a constant rate of speed. This rate was
slow, medium, and fast (3.4, 15, and 30 cm/sec,
respectively)
.
The object was adjusted to be within reach
of each individual infant, at approximately nose-height.
Von Hofsten looked at which hand the infants used in their
reaches, depending on the speed of the object and the
trajectories of the infants' reaches. In a following study.
Von Hofsten (1983) looked at the reaches of 34- to 36 week
old infants for the same task, but at faster speeds (30, 45,
and 60 cm/second) . He compared the initial direction of the
infants' reaches to the rest of the reach, and also looked
at the accuracy of timing of the reaches.
To begin with. Von Hofsten found that even the youngest
infants could successfully contact the moving object. He
concluded that there is a "...basic human capacity to time-
coordinate one's behavior with external events, and to
foresee in one's actions future positions of moving objects"
(Von Hofsten & Lindhagen, 1979) . Further, older infants
successfully contacted moving objects at even the highest
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speeds, though they had more difficulty with the faster-
moving objects,
Ipsilateral versu s Contral ateral Rpanhing
Von Hofsten found that infants were more likely to
reach for the slow-moving objects with the hand that was on
the same side of the body as the object (the ipsilateral
side)
.
In contrast, infants were more likely to reach for
the faster-moving objects with the hand that was opposite
the object's initial position (the contralateral side).
This result, however, is fairly predictable due to the
methodology used, and does not say very much about whether
or not the infant was predicting the course of the object.
That is, the slow-moving condition allowed the object to
remain in front of the ipsilateral hand for an extended
period of time, long enough to provoke a reach from that
hand. In the faster conditions the object quickly moved to
the contralateral side, into a location in which infants
would presumably reach with their contralateral hands.
Therefore, given the amount of time that it may take for an
infant to initiate a reach, they may have simply reached
with the hand that was closest to the object by the time of
reach onset. To make his measure a more convincing
demonstration of predictive reaching, it would be necessary
to control for the location of the object at reach onset.
If infants consistently initiated reaches with their
ipsilateral hand for stationary objects, and with their
contralateral hand for moving objects while the object was
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on the infant's ipsilateral side, then the velocity of the
object would be shown to determine the infants' choice of
reaching hand. This result would more convincingly
demonstrate anticipation in the infants' behavior.
Individual Movement Units
Von Hofsten based his evidence for infants' ability to
reach in a predictive manner on an analysis of individual
movement units within the reaches. These are defined as
significant single accelerations followed by significant
single decelerations. For example, most simple adult
reaches consist of a single movement unit, because adults
are usually able to reach directly to an object with a
single acceleration followed by a single deceleration that
results in contact with the object. The reaches of infants,
in contrast, often contain two to four movement units within
their reaches, because they lack the motor control for
consistently smooth reaches to a target. "Valleys" in the
resultant velocity profile have been shown to correspond to
substantial changes in the direction of the reach in both
adult (e.g. Abend et al., 1982) and infant (e.g. Fetters &
Todd, 1987) reaches. The implication is that corrections in
the path of reaches are revealed by these velocity
"valleys". That is, the points at which there is a
substantial dip in velocity and an accompanying change in
trajectory are the points at which the infant (or adult) is
correcting the trajectory of the reach to successfully
contact the target object. Further, past research (Brooks,
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1974; Brooks, Cook, & Thomas, 1973, as cited in Von Hofsten,
1980) has suggested that each individual movement unit is
ballistic, they are preprogrammed, and the infant cannot
influence the direction of a single movement unit once it
has been initiated. The existence of movement units within
reaches implies that the reach, as a whole, is not one
simple ballistic movement.
Based on the notion of individual reaches consisting of
several ballistic movement units. Von Hofsten first looked
at the position of the hand and the position of the object
at the beginning of each reach, and then looked at the
position of the hand at the end of the first movement unit.
If the trajectory of the hand from movement onset to the end
of the first movement unit was aimed ahead of the position
of the object at movement onset, then, according to Von
Hofsten, this demonstrated prediction by the infant.
Because he assumed that the individual movement unit is
ballistic, and cannot be controlled by the infant once it
has begun. Von Hofsten reasoned that if it ended in a
position ahead of where the object was at reach onset, the
infant must have predicted the course of the object and
planned their reach accordingly. Von Hofsten analyzed every
movement unit throughout the course of each reach in this
manner, and found that the end points of these units tended
to "aim" accurately toward where the object was going to be
at moment of contact, rather than where it was at movement
unit onset. Von Hofsten found this "predictive" aiming in
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the initial movement units as well as the following movement
units. Further, infants' reaches appeared to be precisely
timed, in that they arrived and stopped at the point of
contact less than 120 msec before or after the arrival of
the object.
Recent research (Mathew & Cook, 1990) has shown that
individual movement units may not actually have completely
straight trajectories. This result calls into question Von
Hofsten's main finding that infants were predicting the
course of the object. If a movement unit has a curved
trajectory, then observing the beginning and end points of
an individual movement unit and following a straight line
through these points to predict where the end point of the
reach was intended may be a misleading analysis. An infant
could reach for the object in an entirely non-predictive
manner and appear to be consistently predicting the contact
point. For example, an infant might reach directly toward
the object, and follow along with the object in an attempt
to catch it in a non-predictive manner. If movement units
within the reach were curved, then a straight line drawn
through the beginning and end-points of each movement unit
would be directed ahead of the object's position at the
onset of the movement unit (see Figure 1, p. 2 6), and appear
to be predictive reaching, while the actual intended target
of the reach would be unclear. Overall, extending a
straight-line through the beginning and end-points of
individual movement units can be a misleading method of
25
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-Von Hofsten could interpret individual movement units as having
"anticipatory trajectories when they are actually initially aimed
toward the object- v
Figure 1. Illustration of hand reaching for a moving
object with curved movement units
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determining the intended target area of a reach. In
addition, the initial movement units within a reach may not
be aimed at the target, as in a reach that begins by lifting
the arm upward.
Reaching for a Moving Obnect in the Dark
The current study sought to determine whether infants
can reach proficiently without the sight of their hand by
having infants reach for a luminescent moving object in the
light and in the dark. The complexity of this task, as
compared to reaching for a stationary object, is likely to
demand proprioceptive feedback to adjust the position of the
reaching hand. The Optotrak motion analysis system allowed
for an examination of several morphological characteristics
of reaches in the light versus reaches in the dark. These
data could reveal differences between reaching in the light
with no loss of visual feedback, and reaching in the dark
without visual feedback from the hand or from the background
cues that are available in the light. 5 and 7 month old
infants were tested to determine if the ability to reach
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without sight of the hand was related to age. We did not
expect to find different success rates based on the
illumination of the room, in addition, we expected no
differences based on illumination concerning the
morphological characteristics of the reaches, including
average movement duration, average overall velocity, average
peak velocity, average amount of displacement from a
straight line trajectory, average curvature, and average
number of movement units within the reach. Overall, we did
not expect to find any evidence, at either age, of a period
of reliance on sight of the reaching hand to perform even a
relatively difficult reaching task. Rather, we predicted
that sight of the target in conjunction with proprioceptive
feedback would allow proficient reaching without sight of
the hand.
Anticipation
Infants' ability to anticipate the trajectory of a
moving object and coordinate a successful reach was also
investigated. First, we determined if infants changed their
reaching when the object was moving from their ipsilateral
hand to their contralateral hand, while controlling for the
position of the object at reach onset. Both video and
Optotrak data were used to determine the position of the
object at reach onset. In addition, stationary objects were
presented to the infants to verify that it was the object's
motion that influenced infants' choice of reaching hand. We
expected to find that, even when considering the position of
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the object at reach onset, infants would reach more often
with their ipsilateral hand for stationary trials and their
contralateral hand for moving object trials. Again, we
expected to find no differences in the light and dark
conditions.
Strategies and Adaptation
An analysis of strategies infants used when attempting
to contact the object revealed the infants' flexibility in
approaching a motor task. In addition, infants' improving
performance over time was examined. Infants' changing
strategies over the course of a session were investigated as
one possible reason for the improving performance, thus






Fifteen infants (9 females, 6 males) from the western
Massachusetts area were recruited by contacting their
parents by letter. Letters were sent to parents of infants
of the desired age based on newspaper birth announcements,
and were sent before the infants were of reaching age (at
approximately 17-21 weeks of age) . These letters explained
what would be required of the parents and infants if they
chose to participate. In addition, the letters described
the general purpose of the study. A few days after the
letters were sent, parents were telephoned and asked if they
had received the letter, if they had any questions, and if
they had any interest in participating in the study.
The study had a longitudinal design, so that each
infant that participated came into the lab twice. One
infant was dropped from the study because of her failure to
reach at either age, and one infant was dropped because she
did not return for the second session. The infants first
came in when they were 20 to 24 weeks old (mean = 22), and
again approximately 8 weeks later when they were 30 to 3 3
weeks old (mean = 31) . The younger age group consisted of
infants who were near the age of the onset of reaching,
while the older age group consisted of proficient reachers
who, according to the literature, should be in the midst of
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Infants were videotaped at 3 3 frames/sec with an infra-
red camera (Panasonic W1800) which was placed above and to
the right of the infant, approximately 7 feet from the
floor. The infrared camera was fed through a date-timer
(For-A) and into a videocassette recorder (Panasonic Model
1950) and video monitor (Sony Model 1271) . The Optotrak
motion analysis system (Northern Digital) was also placed
approximately 7 feet from the floor, but to the left of the
infant. The Optotrak system contains three cameras that
record the two dimensional movements of small infra-red
emitting diodes (IREDs) and interpolate the third dimension.
Two IREDs were fastened to the back of the infants' left
hand, one IRED was placed on the infants' left elbow, and
one IRED was placed on the infants' left shoulder. An
additional IRED was placed on the object for which the
infant reached. The Optotrak recordings provided positional
data for each IRED at 100 frames/sec. These readings
yielded the trajectory and velocity of the infants' hands,
as well as of the object. The video camera and the Optotrak
system were time-locked, so that triggering the onset of
recording for the Optotrak system simultaneously triggered
the onset of the date-time indicator on the video.
An attractive object of graspable size was mounted with
velcro to the end of a pole which moved back and forth
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laterally in front of the infant on a 96.5cin arc (see Figure
2, p. 34). The object was a small, 3 inch long "Big Bird"
finger puppet. This object had previously been successful
in eliciting reaches from infants in approximately this age
range (Perris & Clifton, 1988) . Some trials called for an
equivalent object that glowed in the dark. This object was
exactly the same as in the light trials, except that it was
painted with fluorescent paint. The pole was attached to a
stand with a hinge that allowed for semicircular motion in
the horizontal plane. The position of the pole was adjusted
for each infant so that it was approximately 30 to 40 cm
from the infant's eyes, at approximately shoulder-height. A
small motor moved the pole back and forth in front of the
infant at approximately 30cm/sec. This velocity was checked
by viewing Optotrak velocity data for the IRED that was
placed on the object. The velocity of 30cm/sec had
previously elicited reaches from infants in approximately
this age range (Von Hofsten, 1983) , and was potentially fast
enough to demand a predictive reaching style, as the object
was only within reach for approximately 1 second in the
midline area of each swing.
An experimenter sat approximately 4 feet away from the
infant to switch objects when necessary, to adjust the
starting position of the objects at trial onset, and to
attract the infant's attention to the objects. In addition,
this experimenter was able to watch the infant, to ensure
that the infant was the proper distance away from the
33
Figure 2. Illustration of the Apparatus
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object, to ensure that the infant was being held correctly
by the parent, and to ensure that the infant was maintaining
interest in the object.
Another experimenter watched the infant on the video
monitor that was connected to the infrared camera. This
allowed for monitoring of both light and dark trials. This
experimenter also triggered the Optotrak to begin collecting
data at trial onset. Each trigger caused the Optotrak to
collect data for a period of 15 seconds, allowing for three
passes of the object in front of the infant. Trials were
limited to 15-sec intervals because the large majority of
the infants' reaches tend to occur within the first 15
seconds of trial onset. In addition, Optotrak cameras
cannot record throughout the course of a session because
Optotrak data takes up a substantial amount of computer disk
space.
Procedure
Infants were seated on their parent's lap. The parent
was instructed to hold the infant around the hips, and to
try not to influence or impede the infant's movements in any
way. The videotape helped to confirm that the parents did
not influence the infants in either the light or the dark
condition. The IREDs were attached to the infant by one
experimenter while they were distracted by the other
experimenter. Once the IREDs were securely fastened, the
two experimenters took their positions; one in front of the
infant, the other by the video monitor. The experimenter by
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the video equipment then started the video recording of the
session. The infant was then presented with the first
trial. A trial began when the experimenter that was
presenting the objects to the infant signalled that they
were ready to begin. The experimenter by the Optotrak
triggered the Optotrak to record for a 15 second interval,
which also caused the date-timer to run for 15 seconds.
After the Optotrak had been triggered, the experimenter with
the infant started the motor which moved the bar back and
forth in front of the infant so that the object was coming
from out of reach to within reach in a horizontal semi-
circular motion. The object moved back and forth in front
of the infant until the end of the trial. The trial was
over if the infant successfully contacted the target, or if
the 15-second Optotrak recording time expired. Infants were
presented with trials until they either lost interest or
completed six trials in both conditions. Because each trial
consisted of three passes of the object, six trials provided
the infant with eighteen opportunities to reach for the
object in each condition.
The infant received two different types of trials which
were presented in a random order. In one condition, the
infant was presented with an object in the light, while in
the other condition they were presented with a glowing
object in the dark. Each condition was presented in blocks
of two trials and the order of these blocks was
counterbalanced across subjects. The experimenter placed
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the object randomly on either side of the infant at the
beginning of each trial.
Infants also received trials at the beginning and end
of each session in which they reached for a stationary
object in the light and in the dark. Infants were presented
with stationary light and dark trials until they had reached
four times in both conditions. The same object was used as
in the moving conditions, but was held just slightly off of
midline by the experimenter to either side of the infant.
Data Scoring
Each trial was initially scored by viewing the
videotape to determine if the infant was looking at the
object throughout each presentation. It was then determined
if a reach had occurred and if the object had been
contacted. If a trial contained a reach, then which hand
the infant reached with was recorded, as well as the
direction in which the object was travelling. Scoring of
Optotrak data was always done in conjunction with viewing
the videotape in order to help the experimenter visualize
the Optotrak data.
If a trial contained a reach, then the reach onset and
contact times were determined first by obtaining a general
idea of these times from the date-timer image on the video,
and then more closely identifying these times by looking at
the Optotrak resultant velocity data for the reach. Reach
onset was defined as the time when the hand began a
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continuous forward motion that resulted in contact with the
object. Contact time was identified as the time at which
the infant first touched the object. While onset times were
identified with the data from the iREDs on the infants'
hands, the contact times were identified using the Optotrak
data from the IRED that was on the object. The end of non-
contact reaches (misses) was defined as the time at which
the infant arrested their outstretched hand in midair for
longer than 500 msec. The relevant axes that were used to
score the onset and contact times were recorded. The onset
and contact times were scored by two observers in order to
calculate reliability, and disagreements were settled by a
third observer. The observers had 81% agreement within 0.1
second in judging the moment of movement onset, and 81%
agreement in judging the moment of contact. Overall
reliability was lowered from 89% for both onset and contact
because of one subject with very poor (50%) reliability.
Once the boundaries of the reach were identified, the
other measures of the morphology of the reach were assessed
using Optotrak data. Right-handed reaches could not be
included in these analyses because there were no IREDs on
the infants' right hands. Reaches that were missing more
than 5 consecutive Optotrak data points (50 msec) were also
excluded from these analyses. Reaches that were missing
data points, but fewer than 5 consecutive data points, were
subject to a linear spline and included in all subsequent
measures. Reaches may miss data points because the IREDs
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were obscured or out of view of the cameras, or because the
reach occurred when the Optotrak was not triggered. See
Table 1 (p. 40) for individual infants' number of trials and
reasons for excluded trials. The appendix (p. 66) contains a
complete list of the contributions of individual infants.
Velocity
Velocity data were calculated using a 5-point-central
algorithm. Resultant velocity, a measure of velocity that
does not depend on the direction of the movement, was
determined by running the differentiated data through the
Euclid program (Northern Digital software) which calculates
the Euclidean sum of the differentiated data for each
individual plane. The velocity data were used to determine
the mean velocity throughout the course of each reach, the
peak velocity within each reach (the highest velocity
achieved during the course of each reach) , and to identify
movement units.
Movement Units
Next, the number and boundaries of individual movement
units within each reach were determined. Movement units
were defined by acceleration/deceleration phases within each
reach. That is, each movement unit was bounded by a
significant "valley" in the velocity profile. A significant
peak or valley was defined in two steps. First, all points
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in which there was a change of sign of the resultant
velocity were selected. These points are those in which the
resultant velocity changes from increasing to decreasing, or
the reverse. Then, if the 10 data points (0.1 sec) that
preceded the change in sign, as well as the 10 data points
that followed the change in sign, both either decreased or
increased by at least lOmm/sec, the inflection point was
designated a significant peak or valley. This definition
was designed to prevent minor fluctuations in the resultant
velocity profile from being registered as significant peaks
or valleys. Changes in the course of the reach tended to
accompany valleys in the velocity profile.
Reach Trajectory
Differences in trajectory were assessed in two
different manners. First, curvature was calculated as the
average rate of change of the tangent vector for each point
during the reach. Second, deviation from a direct
trajectory was determined by first calculating a straight
line from reach onset to contact, and then calculating the




The comparison between 5 and 7 month old infants'
reaching in the light and in the dark will first be
described in terms of their number of reaches and their
overall success rate. The Optotrak data will then be used
to look at morphological differences between ages and
conditions. Subsequently, the strategies that infants use
to catch the moving object will be examined in terms of
their ability to predict the course of the object, their
flexibility in approaching this motor task, and their
ability to change their motor behavior in an adaptive
manner. The data from light and dark trials are averaged
separately for each infant to control for the different
number of reaches contributed by infants to the two
conditions.
No-Look Trials
Data were scored on the basis of each individual
presentation of the object to the infant. Thus, because
each trial contained three passes of the object, each trial
was divided into three distinct presentations which were
scored individually. The presentations were further divided
between those passes in which infants were looking at the
object and those in which they were looking away from the
object ("No Look Trials") . Infants looked away from the
object more frequently during dark presentations (on 94 out
of 296 passes = 32%) than during light presentations (on 60
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out of 360 passes = 17%) (F(l, 12)=8.90, e<.011). This
result was expected based on previous experience with
infants reaching in the dark (Clifton et al., 1993b).
Often, when the lights are extinguished, infants begin
turning around to look for their parents and fail to see the
moving object passing in front of them. Age of the infant
did not influence how often they looked away from the object
during a presentation (85 out of 338 trials at 5-months =
25%, 69 out of 318 trials at 7-months = 22%). Because the
infants never attempted to reach while looking away from the
object, all further analyses were based exclusively on the
trials in which the infants were looking at the object.
Visuallv-Guided Reaching
Attempts
Infants at 7-months reached significantly more often
(F(l, 12)=10.98, E<.006) for the moving object than when they
were younger (see Figure 3-top panel, p. 44) . This result
was consistent with previous experiments that have
demonstrated the tendency of 7-month-old infants to reach
more often than 5-month-old infants (e.g. von Hofsten,
1983) . The light versus dark conditions did not
significantly affect the number of attempts to contact the
object in either age group (47% of trials in the light
versus 33% in the dark for the 5-month-olds, 72% of trials
in the light versus 71% in the dark for the 7-month-olds)
(F( 1,12) =2. 69, E<.127). There was no significant age by
light/dark interaction (F(l, 12)=1.90, p<.193). The fact
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that infants attempt to reach approximately as often in the
light as in the dark demonstrates that they are not
reluctant, at either age, to attempt to reach in conditions
in which they can not see their reaching hands.
Reaching Proficiency
Infants at both ages were able to contact the moving
object in both the light and the dark conditions. Older
infants, as expected, had a higher rate of success in
contacting the object than when they were younger. While
infants at both ages contacted the object more often in the
light than in the dark, this difference was not reliable
(see Figure 3-bottom panel, p. 44). Individual number of
reaches given presentations and mean success rate for each
infant can be seen in Table 2 (p. 46), The successful
reaching of infants in both conditions suggests that infants
at either of these ages can use sight of the object in
conjunction with proprioceptive feedback to reach
proficiently without sight of the reaching hand. The
relative difficulty of the task and the comparable success
rates in the light and dark emphasizes that losing sight of
the hand does not lead to degraded reaching performance.
Morphological Data
Further analysis of the Optotrak data concerning
morphological characteristics of reaches in the light versus
reaches in the dark showed little difference between the
light and dark reaches (see Table 3, p. 47). First, average
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units, did not differ significantly based on either age or
illumination. in addition, the path of the reach was
similar for the light and dark conditions for several
measures, including path length, curvature, and deviation
from a straight trajectory. The only significant age
difference found was a difference in average deviation from
a straight line, which was larger for the older infants.
The similarity between the light and dark conditions in
terms of the morphological characteristics of the reaches
also emphasizes that infants produced comparable reaches
with and without the sight of their reaching hand.
Predictive Reaching—Contralateral versus Ipsilateral
Infants' ability to predict the future position of the
moving object was examined by looking at their rate of
contralateral versus ipsilateral reaching for moving and
stationary objects. Previous research (e.g. Perris &
Clifton, 1988) has found that infants reach with their
ipsilateral hand when objects are presented to the right or
left of midline. While it is advantageous to reach with the
hand closest to a stationary object, this advantage is lost
with a moving object because it could move beyond reach of
the ipsilateral hand unless the reach is launched very
quickly. When using a contralateral reach, infants have
more time to assess the object's speed and path before it
comes within reach of the hand. For these reasons, we
expected a higher percentage of contralateral reaches for
the moving object because reaching contralaterally allows
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infants more time to prepare their reaches during the first
part of the object's trajectory.
As expected, infants reached significantly more often
with their contralateral hand when the object was moving
than when the object was stationary at both 5 months
(F(l,4)=13.1, p<.022) and 7 months (F (1 , 9) =60 . 2 , p<.001)
(see Figure 4, p. 50). This suggests that infants adjusted
their reaches based on the predicted course of the moving
object.
We also checked to see if infants launched their
"contralateral" reaches when the object had already moved to
the contralateral side of the body. If this was the case,
infants may have reached contralaterally simply because they
were reaching with the hand that was closer to the object.
The video image in conjunction with the positional Optotrak
data showed that the infants began their contralateral
reaches while the target was still on the ipsilateral side
of the infants' bodies. Thus, contralateral reaches truly
were launched when the object was on the contralateral side
of the infants' bodies.
Reaching "Strategies"
Infants' reaches for the moving object often looked
qualitatively different from trial to trial. An infant
might, for example, chase after an object from behind, or
extend the hand into the path of the object and wait for the
object to strike the hand, or catch the object by having the
hand arrive in the path of the object's trajectory at about
49
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the same time that the object arrived. Most visible
differences between reaches, however, could largely be
attributed to inaccuracy in the timing or trajectory of a
reach. A "chase", for example, may simply indicate that the
infant initiated the reach too late, and was forced to chase
after the object. A late reach onset rather than a
qualitative difference in "strategy" could lead to a reach
in which the hand chased after the object. We sought to
examine reaching "strategies" in the sense of infants taking
qualitatively different approaches to obtaining the target
object. We identified the only qualitatively distinct types
of reaches that imply a "strategy" as 1) using the
contralateral hand versus using the ipsilateral hand, and 2)
using a bimanual reach rather than a one-handed reach.
Infants could show adaptation to this motor task by changing
their reaching strategies based on the relative success of
each strategy.
We compared the success rates of infants' different
reaching strategies for the moving object to see if they
changed their reaching to adapt to the moving object task.
Reaches for the moving object with the contralateral hand
were more successful than reaches with the ipsilateral hand
at both 5 and 7 months (47% vs 5% success rate at 5 months,
61% vs 41% success rate at 7 months) . This was expected
because contralateral reaching usually led to the infant
either waiting for the object to strike the hand or
accurately timing an interception of the object.
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Ipsilateral reaches, in contrast, were more likely to lead
to chasing after the object with the hand from behind, which
was relatively unsuccessful at either age, particularly at
5-months. Bimanual reaches were also relatively successful
at either age (see Figure 5, p. 53).
As expected, infants tended to use a bimanual reach
more often when they were younger, although the comparison
just missed significance (30% of attempts at 5-months, 16%
of attempts at 7-months) (F(l, 10) =3 . 89
, p<.08) (see Figure
6, p. 54). In addition, the success rate for bimanual
reaching was about the same at 5 and 7 months of age. In
contrast, the infants used an ipsilateral reach more often
when they were older (16% of attempts at 5-months, 30% of
attempts at 7-months) , most likely because they had a higher
success rate when they used the ipsilateral hand at 7-months
(see Figure 5, p. 53).
Infants appeared to adapt their reaching strategies
based on task differences. A comparison of reaches for
moving versus stationary objects reveals that infants at
both ages tend to have more bimanual and contralateral
reaches for the moving object, and more ipsilateral reaches
for the stationary object (see Figure 6, p. 54). Neither the
choice of, nor the success of the different reaching
strategies was affected by the condition of illumination.
Improving Performance—Learning Strategies
The 7-month-old infants' overall success in contacting




single session (F(l, ll) =3 . 76, p<.08), while the 5-month-
olds' did not (see Figure 1, p. 56), but again this
difference fell short of significance. This intra-session
improvement in performance could be attributable to either a
general familiarization with the task, and/or to "learning"
to employ a better reaching strategy. Infants at both the
younger and older ages showed a tendency to use their
contralateral hands more often during the second half of
each session than during the first half, while decreasing
the number of ipsilateral reaches (see Figure 8, p. 57). The
older infants' improving success rate, along with their
switching strategies, implies that they are capable of
improving their performance by employing more successful
reaching strategies within the course of a single session.
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Contacts/Reaches
70% r
5 months 7 months
1st Half 2nd Half










Percent of All Reaches
70% r
1st Half 1^ 2nd Half





Several aspects of infants' performance in this study
provide evidence against the notion of a period of visually-
guided reaching in infancy. Previous literature had
suggested that a period of reliance on continuous sight of
the hand for reaching existed during the first couple of
months after the onset of reaching (e.g. Piaget, 1952),
while other literature suggested that this reliance appeared
between 6 and 9 months of age (e.g. Bushnell, 1985).
Neither our 5 . 5-month-olds nor our 7 . 5-month-olds relied on
the sight of their reaching hands to guide their reaches
toward a target. Both ages of infants were about as likely
to reach for the moving object in the dark as in the light,
and about as likely to contact the object when they did
reach. These results show that infants are not reluctant to
reach without the sight of their reaching hand, and that
performance does not suffer when they do. These data are in
accord with other work that demonstrated infants' comparable
reaches with and without sight of their reaching hand
(Clifton et al., 1993a; Clifton et al., 1993b; Perris &
Clifton, 1988)
.
Ghez et al (1990) demonstrated that in the absence of
visual guidance relatively novel reaching tasks demand
proprioceptive feedback. In contrast, well-rehearsed
reaches can be accomplished without proprioception based on
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established motor programs. Because infants are somewhat
used to reaching for stationary objects, their reaches for
stationary objects in the dark may be accomplished with
relatively little use of proprioception. In contrast, the
moving object in this study presents a more challenging
motor task for the infants in that it is novel, and demands
precise timing and aiming. Reaching for a moving object in
the dark is a novel task, so, in the absence of visual
feedback, demands accurate proprioceptive feedback to bring
the hand to the target. The infants' success rate suggests
that they used proprioceptive feedback in the dark to
specify position of the limb and to control the trajectory
of the reach.
The Optotrak data allowed us to see if reaches that
rely on sight of the target and proprioceptive feedback have
striking morphological differences when compared to reaches
in the light. The light and dark conditions did not differ
significantly in any of several important measurements of
the speed and trajectory of the reach. This finding is
supported by previous research that demonstrated comparable
morphology between 6.5 month old infants' reaches in the
light and reaches in the dark for a glowing object (Clifton
et al., 1993b). The similarity of the Optotrak data in both
conditions is another indication that infants' reaching
without the sight of their hands is comparable to their
reaching in fully lighted conditions. Infants appear to use
proprioceptive feedback to specify position of the hand in
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.on
space, and coordinate this information with feedback from
other modalities (i.e. vision or hearing) that specify
position of the target object. This intermodal coordinatic
is used to bring the hand in contact with the target object.
Infants did not appear to be adjusting to loss of sight of
the hand by adopting some compensatory, morphologically
different reaching style. Rather, they appeared to reach in
much the same way in both the light and dark conditions.
These findings imply that sight of the hand does not play a
very important role within an ongoing reach in infancy. The
idea of a period of "visually-guided" reaching fails to
credit reaching infants with an integrated multi-modal
representation of the external world.
The idea that proprioceptive feedback specifies hand
position in early reaching does not rule out the possibility
that sight of the hand may have an important role in the
development of reaching. Prior to coordinated reaching,
during the first few months of life, infants may use the
sight of their hands to help develop a proprioceptive map of
the external visual world. Early sight of the hand may help
infants integrate different modalities by learning the
relationship between their movements and the external
consequences of those movements. Although infants could
eventually develop a proprioceptive map without visual
feedback, as with blind infants, normal development may
require early sight of the hand. This study does not
preclude the use of the sight of the hand prior to the onset
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of reaching. in addition, it remains possible that infants
may use sight of the hand during the course of a reach in
extremely demanding tasks, as demonstrated by Ashmead et al.
(1993). Sight of the hand might strengthen the coordination
between the proprioceptive map and external space, thereby
enhancing performance for very precise reaching tasks.
Age Differences
Older infants, as expected, reached more often given
the number of presentations, and were better at contacting
the object when they were older, as revealed by their higher
proportion of contacts to number of attempts. This result
was expected based on Von Hofsten's (1983) work, and because
older infants clearly exhibit more coordinated reaches.
The Optotrak analysis revealed that reaches for the two
age groups differed significantly only on the measure of
average deviation from a straight line. This result could
reflect the somewhat longer path lengths of the older
infants' reaches, which may be due to 7-month-olds having
longer arms. The other measures are similar between ages,
which is not surprising given previous work (Von Hofsten,
1991) which found comparable morphology on many of these
measures between 22 and 28 week old infants' reaches for
stationary objects. The main age difference found by Von
Hofsten was a decrease in the number of movement units with
increasing age. There was no indication of decreasing
movement units with age in this study, perhaps because the
short span of time that the object was within reach limited
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the number of possible movement units. Otherwise, reaches
for the moving object tended to be a little faster (based on
both average and peak velocity) and have a shorter duration
than reaches for stationary objects (Clifton et al., 1993b;
Von Hofsten, 1991) . The path of the reaches was comparable
to reaches for stationary objects (Clifton et al., 1993b) in
terms of average deviation from a straight line and average
path length.
Anticipation
Evidence of anticipation was provided by the
measurement of ipsilateral versus contralateral reaches.
The tendency of infants to reach with their contralateral
hands for a moving object and with their ipsilateral hands
for a stationary object suggests that they "knew" the object
was going to change position during the course of their
reach. Because infants generally do not cross their midline
when reaching for a stationary object, they tend to reach
for motionless objects with their ipsilateral hands (Perris
& Clifton, 1988) . The contralateral reaches for the moving
object that began while the object was across the midline
from the reaching hand revealed that the infants were
anticipating the future location of the object on their
contralateral side. This result is even stronger
considering that the "contralateral" hand implies use of
both the right and the left hand, as the "contralateral"
hand switches sides two times within each trial when the
object moves past the infant.
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This analysis added the consideration of the position
of the object at reach onset to Von Hofsten's analysis
(1980, 1983), and reached the same conclusion regarding the
anticipatory motor skills of infants. Infants adjust their
reaches in anticipation of the course of an object to
increase their chances of intercepting the object. Although
this study, in addition to that of Von Hofsten (1983),
demonstrated that even very young infants (approximately 5.5
months) can reach for relatively fast moving objects, the
course of the object in both studies was always easily
predictable and repetitive. It is not certain whether
infants can predict the course of a moving object if the
object has a complicated or unpredictable trajectory.
Reachincf "Stratecfy"
Individual infants at both ages made several reaches
using their ipsilateral hands, their contralateral hands,
and both of their hands. This diversity in strategy reveals
that infants can approach a difficult motor task using
varying methods to try to accomplish their goal. They do
not appear to adopt a stereotyped reaching response. In
addition, the infants successfully contacted the object in
several different manners; by chasing it and catching it
from behind, by intercepting it, and by suspending their
hands in the air and waiting for the object. They did not
catch the object using only one stereotypical type of reach.
Overall, the infants demonstrated flexibility in attempting
to accomplish their goal. This flexibility is consistent
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with previous research that demonstrated infants employing
different types of reaches to achieve the same goal
(Clifton, et al., 1991). Because some strategies are more
successful than others, the tendency to try different
methods is useful in exploring potential means of maximizing
performance.
In addition to having flexibility in reaching, the
infants showed that they can adapt their reaching strategy
based on the nature of their task. The higher proportion of
contralateral and bimanual reaches for a moving object,
along with the higher proportion of ipsilateral reaches for
a stationary object, indicates that the infants adapted
their reaching strategy appropriately based on the motion of
the object.
Learning
Another useful behavior concerning early motor tasks is
the ability to recognize those strategies that are
successful and use them more often, while using unsuccessful
strategies less often. Infants at both ages showed some
evidence, although significant differences were not found,
of adjusting the frequency of their reaching strategies so
that they were using successful strategies more often and
unsuccessful strategies less often during the second half of
each session. This change in reaching behavior within a
single session would demonstrate the capacity in young
infants to quickly differentiate between motor behaviors
that accomplished the same goal on the basis of the relative
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success of each behavior. A change in strategy may have
contributed to the 7




SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS' PERFORMANCE
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5-inonths SUBJECT #1 - [Be9-B10]
L- Presentations 25
D- Presentations 19
L-•No Look Trials 3
L-No Reach Trials 11
D-•No Look Trials 7
D-No Reach Trials 6
LIGHT
T'TJTBT c: nArJU REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
V_» Tf- \J X ij J- nXoo 2 Bi-
^— 77 w J_ ^ ^ Hi +- 5 2 Bi-
r" itm fi —
9
# W JL O 4^ 1*1Xob 2 Bi-
c#006-3 . BIO Ml^ X J-^ k3 Lf^ftJ-l^ J- ^ Wax U L,oni-ra~
c#007-l • BIO Miss Left Chase Ipsi-
c#007-2 .BIO Miss 2 2 Bi- *
c#013-l .BIO Miss 2 2 Bi- *
c#013-2 .BIO Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#014-l .BIO Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#014-2 .BIO Miss Left Chase Ipsi-
c#014-3 .BIO Hit 2 Wait Bi-
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
c#017-l .Be9 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
C#018-2 .Be9 Miss 2 2 Bi-
c#008-2 . BIO Hit Right Wait Contra-
c#012-3 .BIO Miss Right Chase Ipsi-
c#015-l .BIO Miss 2 2 Bi- *
c#016-2 .BIO Miss 2 Chase Bi- *
* = Usable Optotrak trial - No missing data
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5
-months SUBJECT #2 - [PIN]
L- Presentations 19
D- Presentations 15
L-No Look Trials 4
L-•No Reach Trials 10
D-•No Look Trials 5
D-No Reach Trials 8
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
c#003-l Hit Right Catch Contra-
c#004-l Miss Right Catch Contra-
C#004-2 Miss Right Chase Ipsi-
C#004-3 Miss Right Chase Contra-
c#005-2 Miss Right Catch Contra
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
c#011-l Miss Right Catch Contra-





SUBJECT #3 - [CHE]
12
3
L-No Look Trials 7
L-No Reach Trials 13
D-No Look Trials l
D-No Reach Trials 2
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO





5-inonths SUBJECT #4 - [BRA]
L- Presentations 19
D- Presentations 18
L-No Look Trials 3
L-No Reach Trials 5
D-No Look Trials 12
D-No Reach Trials 6
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
c#004-l Miss Left Chase Contra-
C#004-3 Hit Left Catch Contra-
c#007-2 Miss 2 2 Bi-
c#007-3 Miss 2 2 Bi-
c#008-2 Miss 2 2 Bi-
c#008-3 Hit 2 2 Bi-
c#011-l Miss 2 2 Bi-
C#011-2 Hit Left Catch Bi-
c#012-2 Hit 2 2 Bi-
c#012-3 Hit 2 2 Bi-
c#015-l Hit 2 2 Bi-
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5
-months SUBJECT #5 - [GEN]
L-Presentations 15
D-•Presentations 12
L-•No Look Trials 0
L-•No Reach Trials 15
D-•No Look Trials 3
D-No Reach Trials 9
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S-months SUBJECT #6 - [COO]
L- Presentations 1 Q
D- Presentations 13
L-•No Look Trials 8
L-No Reach Trials 8
D-•No Look Trials 6
































-months SUBJECT #7 - [SUL]
L-•Presentations 19
D-•Presentations 11
L-No Look Trials 4
L-•No Reach Trials 4
D-No Look Trials 1
D-•No Reach Trials 0
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
Cff OOd— 1 Miss 2 2 Bi- *




Cff 006— Miss Right Catch Contra-
Cff UUb —
J
nit Right Wait Ipsi-
Cff uuy — ± Miss Right Catch Contra-
\^ if \j \j J ^ r1Xoo o 2 Bi- *
c#009-3 Hit Right Wait Contra-
c#010-2 Miss Right Chase Contra-
c#013-l Miss Right Chase Contra-
c#014-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
C#015-3 Miss Right Catch Ipsi-
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPI
c#002-l Miss Right Chase Ipsi-
C#002-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#003-l Hit Left Catch Ipsi- *
c#007-l Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#008-2 Miss Left Wait Ipsi- *
c#008-3 Hit 2 Wait Bi-
C#011-l Hit 2 2 Bi-
c#012-l Miss Right Chase Ipsi-
c#012-2 Miss Right Chase Contra-
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D-monrns SUBJECT #8 - [SHA]
L-Presentations 5
D-Presentations 7
L-No Look Trials 0
L-No Reach Trials 0
D-No Look Trials 1
D-No Reach Trials 0
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
C#002-l Hit 2 Catch Bi-
c#002-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#003-l Hit Right Catch Contra-
C#007-l Hit 2 Catch Bi- k
C#008-l Hit 2 Catch Bi-
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
c#004-l Miss 2 Chase Bi- *
c#004-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#005-l Hit 2 2 Bi- *
C#005-2 Hit 2 Catch Bi- *
c#009-l Hit Right Catch Contra-
C#010-2 Hit Right Catch Contra-
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5-months SUBJECT #9 - [COC]
L-•Presentations 8
D-•Presentations 8
L-•No Look Trials 0
L-•No Reach Trials 0
D-•No Look Trials 1
D-•No Reach Trials 0
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
Cff 004—
1






Hlt 2 2 Bi-
<— i n n Q — T
ff u U O X
*
tll U z Wait Bi-
c#009-l Miss 2 2 Bi-
c#009-2 Hit 2 2 Bi-
c#013-l Hit Right Catch Contra-
c#014-l Hit 2 Catch Bi-
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
C#006-l Miss 2 Wait Bi-
C#006-2 Hit 2 2 Bi-
C#007-l Miss Right Catch Contra-
C#007-3 Hit Right Catch Contra-
C#010-l Hit Right Catch Contra-
c#015-l Hit Right Wait Contra-



























HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
Left Chase Ipsi- *
DARK
HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
Left Chase Contra-
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5-inonths SUBJECT #11 - [DIE]
L-Presentations 9
D-•Presentations 11
L-•No Look Trials 0
L-•No Reach Trials 5
D-•No Look Trials 3
D-No Reach Trials 7
LIGHT
CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
Miss Right Chase Ipsi-
Miss Right Chase Ipsi-
Hit Right Catch Contra-
Hit Right Catch Contra-
DARK







5-inonths SUBJECT #12 - [WI2]
L- Presentations Q
D- Presentations 9
L-•No Look Trials 1
L-•No Reach Trials 8
D-No Look Trials 4
D-•No Reach Trials 5
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5
-months SUBJECT #13 - [GIN]
L-•Presentations 9
D-•Presentations 9
L-•No Look Trials 3
L-•No Reach Trials 2
D-•No Look Trials 1
D-•No Reach Trials 7
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
c#006-l Hit Left Catch Contra- *
c#007-l Hit 2 .2 Bi- *
c#007-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
C#012-3 Miss Left Chase Contra- *
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
c# 008-2 Miss Left Chase Contra- *
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7
-months SUBJECTS #1 - [BEM]
L- Presentations 10
D- Presentations 10
L-•No Look Trials 0
L-•No Reach Trials 5
D-•No Look Trials 0
D-•No Reach Trials 2
LIGHT
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
C#004-l Hit Left Catch Contra- *
C#008-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
C#009-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
C#012-l Miss 2 2 Bi- *
C#012-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
C#006-2 Miss Left Catch Contra- *
C#006-3 Miss 2 2 Bi- *
c#007-l Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#010-l Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#011-l Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#013-l Miss 2 2 Bi- *
c#014-l Miss Right Chase Contra-
c#014-3 Hit Right Catch Contra-
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7
-months SUBJECT #2 - [PI2]
L-Presentations 21
D-Presentations is
L-No Look Trials 2
L-No Reach Trials 14
D-No Look Trials 4































TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OP'
c#004-l Miss Left Chase Contra-
C#004-3 Miss Left Catch Contra- *
C#009-2 Miss Left Catch Contra- *
c#010-3 Miss Left Chase Contra- *
c#014-l Hit Left Wait Contra- *
c#014-3 Miss Left Catch Contra- *
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7
-months SUBJECT #3 - [CH2]
L-Presentations 21
D-Presentations 15
L-No Look Trials 9
L-No Reach Trials 4
D-No Look Trials 10




































































-months SUBJECT #4 - [BR2]
L-Presentations 8
-Presentations 12
L-No Look Trials 0
L-No Reach Trials 1
D-No Look Trials 1








































TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OP'
c#006-2 Miss Right Catch Contra-
c#006-2 Hit 2 2 Bi-
C#007-l Miss Right Chase Contra-
c#010-l Miss Right Catch Contra-
c#010-2 Hit Right Wait Ipsi-
c#011-l Miss Left Chase Contra-
C#011-2 Hit 2 2 Bi-
c#015-l Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#015-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
C#015-3 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
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7




L--No Look Trials 1
L--No Reach Trials 3
D-•No Look Trials 5




































































-months SUBJECT #6 - [C02]
L-Presentations 11
D-Presentations 12
L-•No Look Trials 3
L-No Reach Trials 0
D-No Look Trials 5











CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
Miss Right Chase Ipsi-
Hit Right
. Catch Contra-
Hit Right Chase Ipsi-
Hit Right Catch Contra-
Miss Right Catch Contra-
Hit Left Wait Contra-
Hit Right Chase Contra-
Hit Left Wait Contra-
OPTO
DARK
TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
c#007-l Miss Left Catch Ipsi-
C#007-2 Hit Right Chase Ipsi-
c#008-l Miss Right Chase Contra-
c#008-2 Hit Right Catch Ipsi-
c#014-l Hit Right Catch Contra-


































































































































































































7-inonths SUBJECT #9 - [CC2]
L-Presentations 7
D-Presentations 5
L-No Look Trials 1
L-No Reach Trials 0
D-No Look Trials 0











































CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
Hit Right Wait Ipsi-
Hit Left Catch Ipsi-
Hit Left Wait Ipsi-
Hit Left Chase Contra-
Hit Left Wait Contra-
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7
-months SUBJECT #10 - [LA2]
L-Presentations 10
D-Presentations 10
L-No Look Trials 2
L-No Reach Trials 1
D-No Look Trials 3













































CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY
Miss Left Chase Contra-
Hit Left Wait Ipsi-
Miss 2 2 Bi-




























































































CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
Miss Right Chase Contra-
Miss Right Catch Ipsi-
Hit Right Wait Contra-
Hit 2 2 Bi-
Hit Left Chase Contra-
Hit Left Chase Ipsi- *
Hit 2 2 Bi- *






SUBJECT #13 - [GI2]
12
7
L-No Look Trials 4
L-No Reach Trials 2
D-No Look Trials o




































TRIALS CONTACT HAND REACH TYPE STRATEGY OPTO
c#011-3 Miss Left Chase Contra- *
c#012-l Miss 2 2 Bi- *
c#012-2 Hit 2 2 Bi- *
c#013-l Hit Left Wait Contra- *
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